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Smilegate, one of the largest game company in Korea, contacted me for the

development of their main company characters and I’ve worked as the head

character designer for the company for a year and a half. During my career, I

have visualized the missions of the company into 25 endearing characters in

both 2D and 3D environments among with narratives for their new born universe.

Before science, mankind tried to understand the mystery about the world by

making stories with what we saw in nature which is now known as mythology. I

was always fascinated by how different kinds of cultures developed their own

versions of mythology, wanting to make my own genesis. So for my BA

graduation project, I imagined a whole new story about the creation of the world

and designed, modeled, rigged and animated 26 characters of my own each with

cultural diversity and unique characteristics.

Over several years, I have directed and produced a wide range of motion

graphics for clients from small startup companies to major companies including

Samsung, large entertainment agencies and renowned international film festivals.

Over these experiences, I learned how to communicate and collaborate with

other professionals, letting my works to be shared and enjoyed by more

audiences.

Currently I’m directing an animated trailer <Tug of War> for 2021 London

International Animation Festival. The film is expected to be done by June 2021

and will be presented as a trailer for ‘Being Human’ category at the festival this

year.

Imagination used to be our best friend as a child. Most people give up theirs to

live on but I developed mine deeper and wider. What started from a few

characters became the world, then the universe so I started to make them real by

animation. Thus, my works are mainly focused on exploring the infinite

possibilities for visual narratives of my imagination. Until my last day, I will keep

creating and expanding my universe.


